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Abstract

Modern neural encoders offer unprecedented text-image
retrieval (TIR) accuracy, but their high computational cost
impedes an adoption to large-scale image searches. To lower
this cost, model cascades use an expensive encoder to refine
the ranking of a cheap encoder. However, existing cascading
algorithms focus on cross-encoders, which jointly process
text-image pairs, but do not consider cascades of bi-encoders,
which separately process texts and images. We introduce
the small-world search scenario as a realistic setting where
bi-encoder cascades can reduce costs. We then propose a
cascading algorithm that leverages the small-world search
scenario to reduce lifetime image encoding costs of a TIR
system. Our experiments show cost reductions by up to 6x.

1. Introduction
Search engines are the most widely used tool for informa-

tion retrieval (IR) on the internet — Google alone processes

over 8.5 billion searches a day [24]. A search engine takes

as input some query q and returns a list of documents D
ranked by how well they match q. Keyword-based search

ranks results by naively matching query keywords with

documents. Semantic search improves keyword-based

search by matching queries to documents based on their

meaning. A fruitful domain for semantic search is text-image

retrieval (TIR), where documents are images and queries are

texts. New semantic search engines for TIR leverage recent

advances in deep learning for processing images and natural

language [31, 28, 11, 23]. Often, these engines use an image

encoder I to embed each image d∈D into a vector vd=I(d)
and a text encoder T to embed a textual query q into an vector

vq=T (q). Then, the engines rank the set of all images D by

some similarity measure s(vq,vd).
Encoders for TIR can be divided into bi-encoders

(BEs) [26, 33, 6] and cross-encoders (CEs) [34, 32, 16]. BEs

process images and texts with separate encoders I and T ,

whereas CEs also add cross-connections between I and T .

*Equal contribution.
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Figure 1. Schematic of our algorithm for a 2-level cascade [Is,Il].
In this example, encoder Is computes embeddings (leftmost four

squares) V D
s of all |D|= 4 images at build time. At runtime, T

embeds the query into vector vq to rank embeddings vd ∈ V D
s

by the similarity measure s(vq,vd). The images with the m = 2
highest-ranking embeddings (green) are processed by encoder Il that

produces embeddingsV Dm
l of higher quality. Finally, we rerank the

top-2 images with V Dm
l to output the k=1 highest-ranking images.

Hence, CEs are more powerful but must recompute all image

embeddings for new queries, making them impractical for

large-scale searches. Thus, we focus on BEs.

A BE TIR system incurs computational costs at build time
and at runtime. At build time, the system embeds all images

in D. This only happens once. Afterward, at runtime, the

system repeatedly receives queries q, computes their text

embedding vq , and ranks the images in D against vq . During

runtime, the system may receive many queries q1,...,qn. We

consider the asymptotic runtime costs when n → ∞. We

introduce the lifetime costs as the sum of build time and

asymptotic runtime costs. Lifetime costs are a natural metric

to optimize but are usually not explicitly articulated. Instead,

existing literature indirectly optimizes lifetime costs by

reducing the cost of encoders or individual queries.

In this work, we seek to reduce the image encoding lifetime

costs of TIR systems while preserving search quality. To this

end, we measure search quality as Recall@k, which denotes

the fraction of searches that include the desired result in the

top-k results. Even small increases in k can significantly im-

prove the Recall@k [33, 26]. Hence, for m�k, the top-k re-

sults of a large and expensive encoder Ilarge are likely included
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in the top-m results of a small and cheap encoder Ismall. This

observation leads to our main idea: At build time, use the small
image encoder Ismall to pre-compute image embeddings for all
images and store them in a cacheV D

small={d∈D �→Ismall(d)}.
Then, at runtime, to handle a query q, first retrieve the top-m
results Dm ⊂D for some m� k, then compute V Dm

large with
Ilarge and return the top-k results. Last, addV Dm

large to the cache
for future queries. Figure 1 illustrates this idea.

How does this approach reduce image encoding lifetime

costs? A naive TIR system computes |D| image embeddings

with Ilarge at build time. It incurs no additional image

encoding costs at runtime, so it has image encoding lifetime

costs of |D| clarge where clarge is the cost of executing

image encoder Ilarge. Our approach computes |D| image

embeddings with Ismall at build time. At runtime, we retrieve

the top-m images for query qn as the set Dn
m and run Ilarge

on all images not in the cache, that is, on Dn
m\⋃1≤i<nDi

m.

Hence, after n queries we have run Ilarge for
∣∣∣⋃1≤i≤nDi

m

∣∣∣
times, so the asymptotic runtime costs of image encoding are

|D∞
m |clarge with D∞

m =
⋃

i∈N
Di

m. |D∞
m | is bounded by |D|.

In practice, it is possible for over 90% of all documents in

D to never be included in any search result over the lifetime

of a large-scale search engine [29]. Formally, we have

|D∞
m |<p|D| with p=10%. We call this the p-small-world

search scenario. In a 10%-small-world search scenario, our

approach evaluates Ilarge on less than 10% of D at runtime, so

the lifetime image encoding costs of our approach is bounded

by 0.1|D|clarge+|D|csmall. Thus, our approach saves costs if

0.1|D|clarge+|D|csmall < |D|clarge, that is if csmall <0.9·clarge.

We ignore the additional costs of reranking the top-m results

because they are insignificant compared to the image encod-

ing costs of the neural encoders used in modern TIR systems.

While our approach reduces image encoding lifetime costs,

it increases image encoding costs for the first few queries

when the cache for Ilarge embeddings is still mostly empty. In

other words, our approach increases early query latency. We

construct deep cascades with more than two image encoders

and show that they mitigate increases in early query latency.

In this work, we make the following contributions:

• We introduce and formalize the small-world search

scenario as an the interesting setting for optimizing TIR.

• We introduce a cascading algorithm for fast TIR with

bi-encoders in a small-world search scenario.

• We show that our algorithm reduces TIR image

encoding costs on standard benchmarks by up to 6x at

no reduction in search quality.

• We investigate the benefits of deep cascades and

demonstrate a reduction in early query latency between

1.75x and 2x.

2. Related Work
Practitioners may employ a variety of techniques to

reduce the lifetime costs of a TIR system. When images are

embedded with classical, fast computer vision algorithms, the

ranking with similarity measure s may bottleneck the system.

A possible remedy is approximate ranking, for example by

compressing the image embeddings[12, 36].

For neural TIR systems, the encoder cost greatly out-

weighs the ranking cost. Then, the most straightforward cost

reduction targets model inference, for example via low-bit pre-

cision inference [3], teacher-student distillation into a smaller

model [8], or pruning of unimportant weights [15]. The preva-

lence of transformer-based architectures for TIR encoders

suggests specializations of these techniques, like pruning

transformer heads [14, 22] or masking transformer inputs [19].

The faster models created by any of these techniques can be

leveraged by model cascades, which we discuss next.

Model Cascades Model cascading is a recurrent theme

in the literature on efficient machine learning (ML) systems.

FrugalML [2] minimizes access costs of ML APIs by

cascading two calls to a cheap API and an expensive API.

NoScope [13] speeds up video object detection by splitting

a reference model into a sequence of two specialized models.

Model cascades have also been applied to facial key point

estimation [17] and pedestrian detection [1].

Several methods for fast TIR with CEs have been

developed: VLDeformer [35] trains a decomposable CE that

can be used as a BE at inference time with minimal loss in

quality. CrispSearch [9], LightningDot [30] and “Retrieve

Fast, Rerank Smart” [7] all introduce two-level sequences of

a BE whose results can be cached for approximate inference

and a CE for precise inference on a subset of the BE results.

This is superficially similar to our idea, but differs in key

ways: Most importantly, our cascades of BEs reduce costs

compared to a single BE because they run the most expensive

image encoder only on a fraction p of the image corpus

D. This requires the p-small-world search scenario. In

contrast, a cascade of a BE followed by a CE reduces costs

compared to a single CE because the BE image embeddings

can be pre-computed, enabling a cheap initial image ranking.

Then, the CE only needs to rerank the top-k images. Note

that the small-world search scenario is not beneficial to

BE-CE cascades because the CE needs to rerun on every

new image-query pair. Conversely, cascades of BEs can

only reduce computational costs with a small-world search

scenario because they would eventually evaluate each BE on

every image. Finally, note that BE-CE cascades are limited

to 2-level cascades, whereas our approach can benefit from

deeper cascades. However, our approach can complement

BE-CE cascades by replacing the BE with a cascade of BEs.
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3. Models and Methods
Cascaded Search Let D be a set of images that we want

to query with a cascade of BEs. We now generalize our

introductory 2-level cascade [Ismall, Ilarge] to an arbitrarily

deep cascade of image encoders [Ismall,I1,...,Ir] that all use

the same text encoder T and that increase in computational

cost, that is csmall<c1<...<cr. We propose Algorithm 1 to

query D by ranking all images with Ismall and subsequently

the top mj images with Ij . With r=0, Algorithm 1 reduces

to a standard uncascaded BE search. With r=1, Algorithm 1

reduces to [Ismall,Ilarge].

Lifetime costs Let us first restate the p-small-world search

scenario with respect to Algorithm 1.

Assumption 1 (p-small-world search scenario). Let Di
m1

be the set of the top-m1 images pushed to Top in Line 4 of
Algorithm 1 when handling query qi. Then,∣∣∣∣∣

⋃
i∈N

Di
m1

∣∣∣∣∣<p|D|.

Under Assumption 1, the r+1-level cascade [Ismall,I1,
... , Ir] has image encoding lifetime costs bounded by

Cr+1-level := |D| csmall + p |D|∑r
j=1 cj . The standard BE

search uses only the largest image encoder Ir, so it has costs

C1-level= |D|cr. Hence, the r+1-level cascade reduces costs

by the factor

Flife :=C1-level/Cr+1-level=cr/

⎛
⎝csmall+p

r∑
j=1

cj

⎞
⎠ (1)

It is clear that a 2-level cascade always achieves a greater cost

reduction than a cascade with more than two levels because

the denominator of Flife grows with r.

Uncascaded models encode all images at build time, so

they incur no additional image encoding costs at runtime.

In contrast, cascades incur image encoding costs at runtime

on cache misses. Cache misses occur most frequently for

early queries. This means that all cascades experience

additional latency for early queries, even though they have

lower lifetime costs. We now show that deep cascades may

reduce early query latency compared to 2-level cascades.

Early query latency Consider the 2-level cascade

[Ismall,Ilarge]. Algorithm 1 repeatedly processes user queries

in Line 14. For early queries (low i), we can assume that

the image embedding cache Vlarge is empty when accessed

in Line 6. Then, Query(qi) needs to compute all mlarge

required image embeddings, so an early query incurs image

encoding cost clargemlarge. We refer to this cost as the early
query latency. We can create a deep cascade by inserting

additional image encoders I1,...,Ir−1 between Ismall and Ilarge.

Concretely, consider the deep cascade [Ismall,I1,...,Ir=Ilarge].
We choose mr < ... < m2 < m1 = mlarge. Hence, we use

the largest encoder Ir = Ilarge only on mr images, less than

Algorithm 1 Cascaded Search. Here, Rank(I,V ,vq) sorts

the images in I by the similarity s(vd,vq) of their image

encodings vd∈V with text encoding vq .

1: Input: [Ismall,I1,...,Ir], m1>...>mr∈N, D, k
2: Build time: for d∈D do V D

small[d]←−Ismall(d)

3: Function Query(text)
4: Top←−Rank

(D,V D
small,T (text)

)
5: for j=1 to r do

6: for d∈Top[1...mj ] do Vj [d]
if empty←−−−−−Ij(d)

7: Top←−Rank(Top[1...mj ],Vj ,T (text))
8: end for
9: return Top[1...k]

10: EndFunction
11: Runtime:
12: for i=1 to ∞ do
13: qi←− GetUserQuery()

14: print Query(qi)
15: end for

the mlarge uses in the 2-level encoder. This allows the deep

cascade to lower early query latency. At the same time,

m1=mlarge helps ensure that search quality does not degrade.

By how much is early query latency reduced? Similarly

to the 2-level cascade, we can assume that for early queries,

the image embedding caches {Vj}rj=1 are empty when

accessed in Line 6, so Query(qi) incurs image encoding costs∑r
j=1 cjmj . Hence, the deep cascade lowers early query

latency by a factor of

Flatency :=mlargeclarge/
r∑

j=1

cjmj (2)

We reduce early query latency (Flatency > 1) if the cost

of the newly inserted encoders,
∑r−1

j=1 cjmj , is lower

than the savings from fewer uses of the large encoder,

clarge(mlarge−mr).

4. Experiments
Experimental Setup Given a dataset of image-caption

pairs, we measure the Recall@k (R@k) metric as the fraction

of captions whose corresponding image is among the top-k
search results. In line with the IR literature, we report the

Recall@k for k∈{1,5,10} on the Flickr30k [25] test set with

1k samples and the MSCOCO [20] validation set with 5k.

In addition, we report the lifetime cost reduction for 2-level

cascades and the early query latency reduction for 3-level

cascades. Our lifetime cost computation assumes a p-small-

world search scenario with p=0.1 and m1=50. We measure

image encoding costs as the number of Multiply-Accumulate

(MAC) operations reported by PyTorch-OpCounter [37].

We demonstrate our cascades on the popular and compet-

itive OpenCLIP [10] and BLIP [18] text-image BEs. Both
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models match images to texts by the cosine similarity of their

embeddings. OpenCLIP uses the GPT-2 architecture [27]

for the text encoder and offers a broad spectrum of image

encoders with convolutional (ConvNeXt [21]) and vision

transformer (ViT [5]) architectures. BLIP uses the BERT [4]

text encoder and offers a base (BLIP-B) and a large (BLIP-L)

large vision transformer as image encoders. To ensure fair

comparisons, we only create cascades of models with strictly

increasing Recall@k and computational costs.

Results Table 1 shows our results. For Flickr30k, the

uncascaded ConvNeXt models B and L have up to 9.9x lower

lifetime costs than the larger ConvNeXt-XXL. However,

this comes at a price of significantly lower search quality —

R@k drops by up to 5.8%. In contrast, the 2-level cascade

[L, XXL] lowers lifetime costs by 3.1x at no loss in search

quality. [B, XXL] improves this to 5.0x.

As noted in Section 3, cascades with more than two

levels offer no reduced lifetime costs but may reduce early

query latency. To demonstrate this, we “sandwich” the

medium-cost ConvNeXT-L between the cheap ConvNeXT-B

and the expensive ConvNeXT-XXL to obtain the 3-level

cascade [B, L, XXL]. Algorithm 1 requires parameters m1

and m2 for a 3-level cascade. We keep m1 = 50 to fairly

compare against the 2-level cascade [B, XXL]. m2 is a knob

that yields larger savings for smaller values at a potential loss

in search quality. We use Equation (2) to compute m2=14 as

the value for which Flatency≈2 and use this m2 for all 3-level

cascades. Table 1 shows that [B, L, XXL] indeed lowers early

query latency by a factor of 1.97x and no significant change

in search quality at slightly higher lifetime costs.

Results for ViT models and MSCOCO are similar and

match the above analysis.

5. Conclusion
We have introduced model cascades that reduce the

lifetime computational search costs of BE TIR systems under

the p-small-world search scenario. Our experiments show

that Algorithm 1 can lower costs by over 6x at no reduction

in search quality. At the same time, deeper model cascades

can mitigate the increase in latency of early queries, which is

especially important for expensive modern neural encoders.

Anecdotal evidence supports our choice of p= 10%. With

that said, practical search scenarios likely vary in p and

achieve accordingly different speedups.

Single-digit speedups may not sufficiently reduce

computational costs to economically rank large-scale image

databases with expensive neural BEs. Instead, a practitioner

may use traditional search engines to retrieve the top-k
images and apply a neural search cascade on top of it. This

heterogeneous cascade may offer a viable path towards

integrating state-of-the-art neural networks with established

image search platforms.

Flickr30k

Cascade R@1 R@5 R@10 Flife (Flatency)

CLIP, ViT

[g/14] 75.6 92.6 95.8 1x

[B/16] -6.5 -3.8 -1.6 15.8x

[L/14] -4.0 -1.7 -0.8 3.4x

[L/14, g/14] 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6x

[B/16, g/14] 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 6.1x

[B/16, L/14,

g/14] 0.0 -0.4 +0.1 5.2x (1.75x)

CLIP, ConvNeXt

[XXL] 75.0 93.8 96.4 1x

[B] -5.8 -4.8 -2.5 9.9x

[L] -1.2 -1.6 -0.3 4.4x

[L, XXL] 0.0 -0.4 +0.4 3.1x

[B, XXL] +1.4 -0.1 -0.1 5.0x

[B, L, XXL] +0.4 -0.3 +0.3 4.5x (1.97x)

MSCOCO

Cascade R@1 R@5 R@10 Flife (Flatency)

CLIP, ViT

[g/14] 46.3 70.68 79.84 1x

[B/16] -6.2 -5.3 -4.5 15.8x

[L/14] -2.9 -2.6 -1.9 3.4x

[L/14, g/14] +0.0 +0.0 +0.1 2.6x

[B/16, g/14] +0.1 +0.1 +0.1 6.1x

[B/16, L/14,

g/14]
+0.1 +0.6 +0.2 5.2x (1.75x)

CLIP, ConvNeXt

[XXL] 45.78 70.74 79.60 1x

[B] -7.3 -6.3 -5.1 9.9x

[L] -2.2 -2.18 -1.7 4.4x

[B, XXL] -0.3 +0.3 -0.2 5.0x

[B, L, XXL] +0.4 -0.1 -0.6 4.5x (1.97x)

BLIP

[L] 60.05 83.78 90.56 1x

[B] -0.5 +0.1 -0.3 3.5x

[B, L] 0.0 +0.2 +0.1 2.6x

Table 1. Recall@k in % and cost reduction factors for various uncas-

caded models, 2-level cascades and 3-level cascades on Flickr30k

and MSCOCO with m1=50 and m2=14. 2-level cascades list the

lifetime cost reduction factor Flife. B/16, L/14, g/14 and B, L, XXL

and B, L denote increasingly expensive CLIP ViT, CLIP ConvNeXt

and BLIP models, respectively. 3-level cascades list the early query

latency cost reduction factor Flatency relative to the preceding 2-level

cascade. We omit results for BLIP on Flickr30k because BLIP-L

does not improve over BLIP-B.
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